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It is not only the Lavazza coffee machines that helps in preparing the coffee. Rather, there are
manual methods is also available, which makes the preparation procedure more interesting.
Although some additional efforts may have to be utilized, but the end product will surely make a
broad smile cover your face. How about preparing coffee in the way the Turks prepared it for ages?
You need to try it if you want to enjoy the rich taste of this beverage with rich and thick foam
covering. However, since the procedure is manual, hence the use of machines is not recommended.
Rather, a special type of coffee maker is used for the purpose. It is known as ibrik or cezve.

This is coffee making pot with a mug shaped body and a longish handle. It is this special pot which
is put on the flame to brew the coffee. Boiling of milk is also done with this utensil. However, one
needs to hold it with the handle and then keep on stirring the milk with the other hand to make a
strong foam formation. Coffee powder and sugars need to be added was the milk is a little warm.

As soon, you add coffee and sugar lower down the flame to the lowest level. Keep on stirring. Soon
you will find that a form is forming. When this happens, stop the stirring. Take a big spoon and put
the foam into the cup. Then, let the mixture heat for another thirty seconds. After that, pour the
mixture onto the cup. The Turkish coffee tastes really brilliant.

Let us discuss about an absolute different item. It is a sauna hat. Have you ever used it? You should
if you want to protect your hair, ear, and head from excess heat during those sauna sessions.

Have you ever wondered what is so special about sauna hat that more and more people are getting
attracted towards it? The fact that a sauna is typically made of wood and is ideally located outdoors
gives the user a good feels. There are instances when this was found to be in the shape of a hut..

Even if you are wearing a sauna hat, chances are great that you might still feel the steam created
because of this heating. Before you begin you sauna, it is recommended to first take a shower.
Once completed, do not forget to take a towel which is very helpful for sitting. Whether to take the
towel or just bee naked is something that is completely an individual choice. Generally, people
prefer to stay in the room till it becomes too hot to bear. In case, you find the heat just a bit too to
bear, you have the liberty to jump into some cool waters and take a cool shower.
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Atlant Inc - About Author:
We offer amazing selection of different styles and sizes of a ibrik. Enjoy great Turkish or Greek
coffee with authentic Turkish a cezve. Check out our complete ibrik sets.
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